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• Cover Story- Thank you Bob Okazaki for 43 years
• Welcome new President/ CEO Jason Clark
• Fashion Show and Spotlight on Wine go virtual
• Avenues/ Gorman Classic first in-person event
since March
• Great things happen at Avenues

Jason Clark begins his new role as President/
CEO. Bob Okazaki is honored on the
marquee at the Pickwick in Park Ridge, a gift
given by the Avenues Board of Directors.
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Thank you Bob Okazaki for 43 years of
putting aside old ideas about what is possible

F

or 43 years Bob
Okazaki has
been a quiet yet
determined leader.

Bob saving the Avenues computers after
the Des Plaines River flooded in 1986

Bob has provided
dedication, passion,
enthusiasm and support
for everyone associated
with Avenues to
Independence. He is one
of the most respected
leaders in the ID/DD
field in Illinois.

Bob began his career with Avenues in 1977 working oneon-one with the clients at the Avenues center in Wheeling.
After moving into several other management positions, he
was selected in 1983 to become the fourth and youngest
Executive Director. Bob will tell you he was supported by a
team of individuals who shared his vision and future thinking
that allowed the organization to put aside old ideas about
what people thought possible for individuals with disabilities.
Avenues Board member Al Bartel said, “Bob has always put
the best interests of our clients first. He has the uncanny
ability to uplift everyone, and in so doing, has given each of
us the opportunity to participate in supporting the success
of our clients. Because of Bob’s stewardship, Avenues is the
strong organization that it is today ready for its future.”
Bob knew that individuals wanted to be a part of the
community by working and living the lives they chose. He
helped to expand homes and working opportunities. He
worked to educate prospective employers and provided them
with resources to support our workers. With his leadership,
the number of people living in supported Avenues homes
more than doubled.
Group homes and
apartment buildings
were added in Des
Plaines, Park Ridge
and now provide
community living for
54 people.

Bob with Avenues
Board member
Al Bartel at the
2017 Love Affair

Residents of the Okazaki Family House in Park RidgeJennifer, Ed and Andrew
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Bob with long time Avenues resident Jim Kearns and
Board Member Fred Sasser in 1988

Fred Sasser serves on the
Board of Directors and the
Foundation Board. He has
worked with Bob since
1991 when Fred joined
the Board of Directors.
“Bob is the epitome of a
Servant Leader. He knows
his success depends on
supporting and facilitating
the success of his team.
Bob never thinks of himself
as ‘the smartest guy in
the room.’ He depends on
The Okazaki Family in 2017 at the
bringing out the best in
Okazaki Family House
everyone else in the room
.... which creates the best value for the organization. Bob is
the definition of ‘check your ego at the door.’ This is the key
to his success. I have so enjoyed working with Bob.”
It would be difficult to list all of Bob’s accomplishments but
some notable ones include leading Avenues through a major
flood disaster in 1986. In 1997 he secured a successful
merger with Builders of Skill, another organization which
helped to support deaf individuals. He has traveled to
Springfield countless times to meet with politicians about
legislation that will benefit individuals with disabilities. With
his leadership Avenues successfully launched the Center for
Independence in 2019 that now provides day programming
for 160 adults with disabilities. When COVID-19 hit he
worked tirelessly with staff to ensure the safety of Avenues
program participants and staff.
Bob is an invaluable member of the Avenues family.
Thanks to his leadership he has implanted his values in the
organization and it will continue to grow and flourish in his
absence. He has made sure that Avenues has a future that is
strong and bright.
He will be missed by the people of Avenues, as well as their
families, the staff, Board members and volunteers. We thank
you and wish you luck on your next journey.

Bob says thank you but not farewell to Avenues
Dear Friends,
Thank you to everyone for
your calls, cards, emails and
letters of congratulations
on my retirement as
President/ CEO of Avenues
to Independence. Seems like
yesterday, but it was 37 years
ago this November, when I
was appointed as the fourth
individual in the history of
Avenues to hold this office.
This was in an era much
different than today. Back then, Avenues was known as
the Northwest Suburban Aid for the Retarded (NSAR) and
our funding and functions were nowhere as complex as
they are today.
In 1983, the state was in the midst of a budget crisis;
funding was being eliminated and the Department of
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities was being
drastically restructured. The established methods of doing
things had gone by the wayside and a new order had yet to
be established.
It was in this maelstrom that a 28 year old, CEO newbie had
to find his way. As a result, no one had assurances that our
state contracts would continue into the future.

and established a foundation of trust and support that is
stronger now than ever.
We welcome Jason Clark, our newly appointed President/
CEO of Avenues. Jason also comes to us with a wealth of
experience. However, he too, will tell you that he has much
to learn to continue the success that we have enjoyed at
Avenues for 67 years.
Today, history is repeating itself. Instead of a statewide crisis,
the new CEO finds himself taking over in the midst of a
much greater worldwide pandemic. Collectively, we all must
step up to find new ways to ensure the health, well-being
and future for the folks at Avenues who depend upon us
each and every day.
Your involvement is more crucial than ever. The Avenues
staff has had, and will continue to show, great courage and
determination to get us through this pandemic. My experience
tells me that this combination is what we need to get through
this crisis and ensure that the best possible services for
individuals with disabilities will always be available.
With your enduring involvement, Avenues can do great
things. Thank you for the privilege of being your Executive
Director. Our paths will continue to cross in this wonderful
endeavor and I soon hope to be able to thank you in
person for all that you have done for me and the folks with
disabilities at Avenues to Independence.
Sincerely,

Not being knowledgeable turned out to be a plus. The old
ways of doing things were obsolete; new relationships had to
be established and alternative resources developed to fund
our services. At a time when no one could predict the future,
we had to make things up as we went along.
Through the efforts of the Avenues staff, Board of Directors,
volunteers and others, we worked our way through that crisis

Robert Okazaki
President/CEO Emeritus

Bob passing the torch to new President/CEO Jason Clark
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Meet new President/CEO Jason Clark
This Fall, the Board of Directors of Avenues to Independence
was pleased to announce that Jason M. Clark was named the
next President/ CEO.
Jason brings more than 20 years of experience working
in nonprofit organizations. Most recently he served for six
years as the Chief Program Officer of Adult Services at Little
City Foundation providing leadership to more than 370
staff members across adult residential, community day and
employment programs. Jason said, “I am extremely excited
and honored to be joining a team whose mission is so
person-centered and focused. Bob Okazaki and the Avenues
team have created a very strong culture that I am grateful to
be a part of going forward.”
Avenues Board Chair Jolene M. Wise said of their decision,
“Jason was chosen to lead Avenues because of his
experience, leadership style and commitment to the people
in the ID/DD community. His ‘Let’s find a way to make an
idea a reality’ attitude meshes perfectly with Avenues’ motto
of ‘putting aside old ideas about what is possible’. “

Jason brings more than 20 years of experience
working in nonprofit organizations

Jason was born in Illinois and studied Psychology at
Northern Illinois University and received a Master’s degree
in Management from Webster University. He lives in Bartlett
and has two teenage sons.

Jason Clark is thankful to be welcomed with open arms
Dear friends,
I am extremely thrilled
and honored to be here at
Avenues to Independence.
I feel that I have been given
a great gift to follow in the
footsteps of Bob Okazaki and
the outstanding work he and
the staff have done, and I do
not take that responsibility
lightly. After just a little more
than three months in this
role, I cannot thank him, the
staff or the Board enough for
the support and welcoming me with open arms.
While 2020 has been so incredibly challenging and I have
not been able to get out and meet everyone like I wish that
I could, I already can tell what a strong sense of community
there is here. The individuals we serve and the staff are so
resilient and positive, I cannot wait until we can get back on
track, meet face to face, and hold celebrations.
My goals over the next few months will be to continue to
meet with stakeholders and continue to establish those
connections. I am also a firm believer that “environments
matter” and I want to ensure that we have outstanding
programmatic opportunities for existing and future
participants at the newly renovated and wonderful Center
for Independence. Kudos to everyone that helped make that
4

Jason attends his first event- the Avenues/ Gorman Classic. Jason (second
from left) pictured with Avenues staff members Cathy McCarthy, Stephen
Kray, Bob Okazaki, and Ron Reeves

come to fruition. I am also working with the staff and funding
sources to ensure that our community employment program
is positioned to exponentially expand and thrive.
Thank you to everyone that has and will support Avenues
to Independence.
Best regards,

Jason M. Clark
Avenues President/ CEO

Beyond the Runway
The Beyond the Runway Fashion Show was presented
this past August in a new and exciting virtual format that
helped raise nearly $23,000 to support the AveVenture
employment program.
The AveVenture program trains individuals in customer
service, computer skills, and general retail skills at the
Avenues Thrift Shoppe. Entrepreneurs also create and sell
their own products such as jewelry and artwork.
Staff worked with Residential Managers to coordinate
filming of the client models at the Avenues homes and
at the Thrift Shoppe. Models wore fashions that were
donated to the Avenues Thrift Shoppe and walked a
runway outside their Avenues homes. Sponsors, donors
and virtual guests enjoyed the show via a link sent to them
the day of the event Friday August 21.
Thank you to the Fashion Show committee, sponsors,
donors and virtual guests that ensured once it is safe to
do so, the AveVenture participants will be able to continue
this innovative employment program.
The Avenues Thrift Shoppe is located at 7710 W. Touhy
Avenue and is open Monday through Saturday 10am-5pm.
To find out more information about the Thrift Shoppe
please visit avenuestoindependence.org/thrift_shoppe/.
To view the Fashion Show please visit this link:
https://youtu.be/x1p-bMjL9so.
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Jennifer said of the
show, “I liked seeing
I
all my friends and
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liked all the clothe

AveVenture program
participant Nora
walking the runway

Ed, Avenues resident,
“Everyone in the video
looked very nice and I
am
enjoyed participating. I
in
looking forward to being
next year’s show

Laura, Avenues Thrift

Shoppe employee, mo
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Fashion Show Sponsors
$1000 Sponsors
Lauren Brinati
John & Jean Schneider

The Randazzo Family
Collin Sasser & Alison Whittington
Jolene Wise & Steve Silverman

$500 Sponsors
Mary & Paul Gall
Pat & Mary Grimes
HPS Chicago
Mary & Eric Johnson
Krys & James Kaczmarek
Jacki & Shelly Kimel
Peg O’Herron & Bob Healy

$250 Sponsors
Janice Brinati
Elaine Bucklo
Sportfuel, Inc, / Julie & Fran
Burns
Donna Donavan
The Doheny Family
James & Annamaria Hallagan

Larry Kearns
Bill & Lynn Kimball
Tom & Cathy Koch
Brett & Barclay Marcell
Mike & Mary Prindiville
Michelle Saddler, Kittleman &
Associates
Fred & Pam Sasser
$100 Sponsors
Lauren & Joseph Barron
Patricia Brooks

Nancy Dhooghe
Pat & Dennis Dituri
Rose Griffin
Patricia Huber
Sharon Larson
Family of Matt Nelson
Dee O’Hair
The Pernick Family
Michael Phillips
Michele & Joel Shoolin
Cindy & Jeff Walsh
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The Avenues/Gorman Classic brings people
together to raise $112,000
On September 21st golfers and tennis players were able to
safely participate in the Avenues/ Gorman Golf and Tennis
Classic at the Park Ridge Country Club. It was the only event
since COVID-19 where Avenues supporters could safely
gather in person. The outcome was more than $112,000 was
raised for Avenues programs.
Proceeds from the Avenues/ Gorman Classic will allow the
clients to get back to living the lives they choose after the
COVID-19 restrictions are lifted, whether that is returning
to their job in the community, attending the Center for
Independence or visiting in person with family and friends.
Every precaution was taken to ensure the safety of Classic
participants. Foursomes were spaced out on the course and
the beautiful weather allowed for all activities to take place
outside including lunch and the evening reception.
New this year, Herbst Circle of Giving members were given
a special orange golf ball and they got to tee off from the
middle of the fairway on the 10th hole. Herbst Circle of
Giving members are individuals who have provided a major
gift of $1,000 or greater each year. The Herbst Circle of
Giving is named in honor of Clarence “Joe” Herbst, who
has been a major benefactor of Avenues for nearly four

decades. This
year donors had
an opportunity to
become members
of the Herbst
Circle of Giving
on the course and
earn their own
orange ball and an
advantage on the
10th hole.
We would like to
thank all those
Golf Committee Chair Steve Wilson
who participated,
presented Len Bunge an award for his years
of support for the Classic. The Len & Barbara
donated and
Bunge Racquet Sports Award was named for
sponsored,
him and his late wife.
especially the
Calabrese Family, the event’s Presenting Sponsor. Thank you
to Event Chair Steve Wilson and his committee for their part in
making this event such a success.
To view pictures from the event please visit
https://avenuestoindependence.org/gallery/Album.cfm?ID=1195.

Tennis winner Georgene Ross

Joe Wilkins receives his orange
ball after becoming a Herbst
Circle of Giving member

Representing the Gorman family-Suzana
Bjelopetrovich, Amy Thalmann, Carleigh
Thalmann, Kit Masini and Becky Thalmann

Golf Committee member Mike Bruni (right)
with Tim O’Hea and Mike Mazurczak, members
of his foursome

Thank you to our Sponsors
Presenting Sponsor

Golf Cart Sponsor

Putting Green Sponsor

Hole Sponsors

The Calabrese Family

Jennifer and Kevin Gallery

Patt and Dick Spatafora

Dinner and Driving Range
Sponsor

Cocktail Reception Sponsor

Invitation Sponsor

Steve and Chris Wilson

Peg and Ron Bjelopetrovich/
DreamWorks Graphic
Communication LLC

Alora and Leo Foley
Sally and Joe Keenan
Len and Barb Kuhr Family
Jim and Brigid Stonebridge
Bob and Rae Ann VanPelt
Jolene Wise and Steve
Silverman

Dale Kendrick/Barnaby’s
Classic Tennis Sponsor
Len and Barbara Bunge

Lunch Sponsor
Fred and Pam Sasser
Halfway House Sponsor
Lorie and Al Bartel
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Hand Sanitizer Sponsor
Siebert Inc.

Spotlight on Wine 2020
The year to sip back and relax

Spotlight on Wine Co-Chairs Joe Bertoni and Matt Blohm toast to a successful event that raised more than $54,000

The 16th Annual Avenues Spotlight on Wine provided
virtual guests an opportunity to sip back and relax
while supporting Avenues.

Jim Cosma of
Atlas Imports
provides wine
notes for
the different
wines he
donated for
the event

With the support of the Chicago Partnership Board,
sponsors and donors the Spotlight on Wine raised
more than $54,000.
Wine boxes containing bottles of wine, generously
donated by Jim Cosma of Atlas Imports, snacks and
other surprises were personally delivered by members
of the staff and the Chicago Partnership Board. After
guests registered they were provided a link to a
recorded program emceed by Event Co-Chairs Joseph
Bertoni and Matthew Blohm. Jim Cosma gave brief
descriptions about the different wines that he donated.
There was a special video featuring the people of
Avenues, who will benefit greatly by the funds raised at
the Spotlight on Wine. Our virtual events will provide
the support needed to keep Avenues clients stay well
and ready to return to their work and participation in
the community once it is safe.
Virtual guests had the opportunity to bid on silent
auction prizes, including commissioned one-of-a-kind
art pieces created by the program participants
of Avenues. Also available for purchase were
coasters with artwork designed by Creative Avenues
program participants.
Avenues Foundation Board Chair Paul Carlisle, who
has been a part of the Spotlight on Wine since it
began said of the event, “The success of the 16th
annual Avenues Spotlight on Wine is a tribute to the
hard work and creativity of the Avenues development
team and the Chicago Partnership Board. The fact that
so many friends of Avenues, despite facing pandemicrelated challenges of their own, stepped up to support
the event and our clients is extremely gratifying.”
To view the Spotlight on Wine program please visit
https://avenuestoindependence.org/blog/2020/11/4/
News/16th_Annual_Avenues_Spotlight_on_Wine/ar/57/.
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Wine Sponsors
Premier Cru Level
BMO Harris Bank
Fifth Third Bank
Sasser Family Companies
Alison Whittington & Collin
Sasser
Wintrust
Reserve Level
Kara & Jason Allcox
Belden Universal
Amy Bergren
Paul & Rebecca Carlisle
Lynn & Bob Goldschmidt
Andrew Hochberg and the
Hochberg Family
Foundation in Honor of
Paul Carlisle
HPS Chicago
John & Carol McKinnon
Diana & Fernando Olivo

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Michele & Joel Shoolin
TCF Bank
Weiss-Ham Foundation
Jolene Wise & Steve
Silverman
Sommelier Level
Fidelity National Title
Old Vine Level
Joe & Beth Bertoni
Michele & Steven
Cucchiaro
Andrea & Joe Goodkin
Tom & Catherine Koch
Brian & Sheri Stewart
Phyllis Tabachnick
Silent Auction Sponsor
The Chalet

Vin de Table Level
Lauren & Joseph Barron
Molly & Matt Blohm
Law Offices of Marc
Blumenthal, Ltd
Janice Brinati
Roger Hymen & Monika
Cohen
Larry Kearns
Jill Liska & Michael Palet
Nancy & Bob Lyons
Joyce & Fred Marcus
David Mook
Emily & Hank Neuberger
Peritius Consulting
Amanda Scott & Ryan
Ferris
Roy & Carol Thygesen
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New changes and new faces to the
Avenues Board of Directors
The year 2020 has brought some changes to the Board of Directors
of Avenues. We thank all our members for their time and dedication
to our clients, staff and the Avenues family.
The Avenues Board of Directors and staff sincerely thank Mike
MaRous and Jerry Feldman, who recently retired from the Board of
Directors, for their time and heartfelt service. Mike, a former Mayor
of Park Ridge, served on the Avenues Governing Board from 2013
to 2020. He used his real estate expertise to provide guidance while
serving on the Facilities Committee.
Jerry served as Chair of the Board since 2017 and has been a
member of the Board and part of the Avenues family for more
than two decades. He was a founding member of the Chicago
Partnership Board and Chaired the Development Committee and
Avenues/ Gorman Classic. Jerry also chaired the Campaign for
Independence, a capital campaign that raised more than $5.2 million
for Avenues.
Jolene M. Wise is the new Board Chair. She has been a member of
the Chicago Partnership Board for more than a decade and is a past
Chair of that group. She also has also participated and served as
Chair of the Love Affair and Beyond the Runway Fashion Show.

New Board
member Sue
Feldman with
husband and
past Chair Jerry
Feldman who
recently retired
from the Board.
Both have
been a part of
Avenues for
more than two
decades.

Retiring Board
member Mike
MaRous

Linda Buggy, who has spent several years on the Board of Directors
and Chairs the Development Committee, will now serve as the
new Vice-Chair. Linda Co-Chaired the 2020 Love Affair in February
which raised more than half a million dollars. She also serves on the
Avenues/ Gorman Classic Committee.
New members of the Governing Board include Molly Dietlin, Sue
Feldman and Diana Olivo. Molly has served on several committees
including the Avenues/ Gorman Classic and served as Event Chair
for the 2018 Love Affair. She has also worked as a member of the
Development staff in past years. Sue has been a long-time volunteer
and served as the Chair of the Suburban Board for more than seven
years. Diana is currently the Chair of the Chicago Partnership Board
and will be transitioning to the Governing Board in January. Diana’s
sister Liz has been a program participant at Avenues for more than
20 years.

New Board Vice Chair Linda Buggy
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New Board
Chair Jolene
M. Wise

New Board member Molly Dietlin

New Board member Diana Olivo with sister Liz
who is a program participant

Center for Independence opens with
safety as a top priority
*Avenues is taking all precautions to stop the spread of COVID-19. That includes closures when there have been risks of exposure. These closures
may continue to occur until COVID-19 is no longer a risk. At the time The AveNews went to print the staff at the Center for Independence made
the decision to close until January 11.

in March, enjoys
before the COVID-19 closure
Chris, who joined Avenues right
in September
back
day
first
his
on
ork
creating artw

In September after thoughtful consideration and preparedness
some of the program participants were able to return to the
Center for Independence (CFI) under the guidelines set forth
by the Illinois Department of Human Services. The safety
of both the clients and the staff is a top priority and the
leadership team at Avenues is taking all necessary precautions
to ensure the CFI remains safe to attend.
Avenues relies on vital funds from the State of Illinois and
currently Avenues can only bill the State for the hours
that participants from the community attend the Center’s
programs. Cathy Kerr, VP of Programs at Avenues, said of the
financial impact this has on the organization, “This decision
has created a financial burden on Avenues as we are losing
an average of $60,000 a month in funding. The State must
continue to support organizations like Avenues by continuing
the retention payments and allowing people with disabilities
to decide when they are comfortable to return to the CFI.”
Many of the program participants that were able to
attend the CFI were those who wanted to work and earn
a paycheck. They were eager to work and excited to see
their friends and participate in activities. There have been
some changes to the daily activities to ensure everyone’s

Shannan was eager to return
to her Turtle Wax packaging
job so she can earn a paycheck
again

Thanks to the lessons

learned at the CFI, Bill
y enjoys looking through
magazine
and playing games on
his tablet

safety including closing the fitness area and walking track
and limiting the participants who can take part in art and
computer classes.
Staff has ensured additional safety measures throughout
the day. They have increased the number of van runs that
are transporting individuals to the CFI so that less people
travel together, and residents who live in the same homes are
grouped to travel together. In the van, and once they arrive,
program participants follow social distancing practices and
wear a mask the entire day unless they are eating or drinking.
There are capacities for each room and tables and chairs are
spaced to allow for social distancing. High touch areas are
cleaned at least every two hours with disinfectant wipes and
hospital-grade misting sanitizer.
Communication with families and staff is essential to
making sure program participants are remaining safe. In the
coming weeks and months Avenues hopes to allow more
individuals to return to the CFI but we must adhere to the
recommendations of the State and the Illinois Department
of Human Services. The goal is for program participants to
continue living the lives they choose and we will provide
those opportunities in the safest way possible.
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Moving day is here for Debicki House roommates
This Fall, residents Rick and Connie moved into Debicki
House, a new Avenues home in Park Ridge. Connie said on
the day she moved, “I love my new home, I have my own big
room and I get to live with my friend Rick.”
Rick and Connie are both deaf clients who became a part of
Avenues in 1997 when their program Builders of Skills was
acquired by Avenues. Their friendship of many years started
when they lived as neighbors in the Avenues townhomes in
Niles. They also participate in programs together with MaineNiles Association of Special Recreation (M-NASR).
The Debicki House was donated by two sisters, Wanda
and Jeannette Debicki, who were long time contributors
to Avenues. They left the home as a legacy gift from the
Debicki Foundation.
Stephen Kray, Residential Director at Avenues said of the
renovations, “The builders, Elliott Homes, put a lot of work
into the home. Much of their time, labor and materials were
reduced in cost or donated. As with all of his projects for
Avenues, Mark Elliott went above and beyond for our clients
and donated more than $15,000 in upgrades to the original
Debicki House plan. Our residents are very fortunate Mark
has been so generous to Avenues.” Mark has a long history
with the home. His father, Larry Elliott, was the original
builder of the home in 1978 and he would often help his
father when he was building the home.
Jason Sever from Trinity Construction also provided a
significant amount of complimentary services. He donated
time, labor and materials providing many upgrades at no cost
to Avenues.

Friends Rick and Connie will make many

new memories in their new home

Avenues staff worked with the builders to make the home
more accessible for Connie and Rick. They had the builders
install visual alert strobe fire alarms and doorbells that
transmit a flashing light. Some of the additional modifications
include the reconfiguring of three large bedrooms into
five bedrooms which will allow for more roommates. The
bathrooms were updated making them more accessible. They
also added all new fixtures. All of the flooring on the second
floor and stairs were replaced.
Stephen Kray added, “The Debicki House has been a
wonderful fit for the two Avenues clients who moved in
this October. They’ve especially enjoyed their spacious new
bedrooms and remodeled bathrooms. We are working on
moving three more residents into the home soon.”

Connie in front of the stairs that lead
to her new bedroom
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Nipa’s Safety Posters

	Nipa, a program participant
who returned to the Center for
Independence in September has been
creating posters at the CFI to help
remind her friends and fellow program
participants on how to stay safe during
the pandemic. She created posters to
remind everyone to wear masks, wash
their hands and try to socially distance
themselves from each other.

2

3

	Tuesday Night Friends group gets
Avenues residents dancing

	Tuesday Night Friends is a social group
for Avenues program participants
and local high school students that
had been meeting monthly before
COVID-19 for more than two decades.
Kathy Seiwert and Lynne Hjelmberg,
founders of the group, missed having
their group together and invited Colette
“Coco” Hawley to perform for Avenues
residents outside their homes while
they safely watched. Lenore and Daniel
dance together to “Somewhere over
the Rainbow”. Kathy said of the concert,
“Coco played some rock’n roll which had
everyone up dancing and singing. It was
a most memorable afternoon for all!”
3

Family Visits

	When COVID-19 hit some of the
residents made the decision to move
back home with their families, but
many chose to stay with their Avenues
family in their Avenues homes. Jeff
decided to stay in his Avenues home
in Des Plaines but once his family was
able to safely visit he was excited for a
socially distanced lunch with them. He
was visited by his Mom Jeanine, sister
Catherine and niece Cassie.

Foundation Gifts
Avenues is thankful for the generous grants we have received since our last publication.
PERT Foundation

Edmund & Alice Opler Foundation

The Coleman Foundation

Sasser Family Foundation

The Rose F. & Alice M. Koffend
Foundation

Laughing Acres Family Foundation

General operations
Home generators

Richard A. Perritt Charitable
Foundation

Community employment

Giving November matching
challenge support

Giving November matching
challenge support

Commercial oven for Culinary Arts program
at the CFI

Nursing services
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We Hope to See You at these Upcoming Events!
Stay tuned forBeyond
more details
on 2021
the Runway
Tea and Fashion Show
Virtual Love Affair at
www.avenuestoindependence.org.

14th Annual Spotlight on Wine
We Hope to See You at these
Upcoming Events!

Beyond the Runway Tea and Fashion Show
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Love Affair 2021
in Every Way
Back to the Community

Editor

October 25
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We work in partnership with the community to support

services for adults with intellectual, physical, and developmental disabilities. All
services and employment are provided on an equal opportunity basis. Avenues is
accredited by CARF (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities).
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